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Overview
Christina works with airports nationwide, local municipalities, Massachusetts state agencies,
and private companies in managing their risks and crafting creative solutions to a wide array
of issues. Her focus is litigation. Since joining Anderson & Kreiger, Christina has been
involved in a number of precedent-setting lawsuits on behalf of the firm’s clients. She is
often involved in disputes well in advance of litigation, providing strategic advice about the
potential political and business ramifications of any lawsuit and building the best record
possible for court.
In addition to litigation, Christina regularly advises airports and other public sector clients on
governance, compliance, and environmental matters. She has successfully represented:
Airport sponsors in federal regulatory compliance disputes, civil litigation, airline use and
lease agreements, and in their often complicated relationships with other state and local
entities.
Public and private sector clients in environmental matters, with a focus on environmental
compliance and permitting appeals.
State agencies and municipalities on a range of local issues, including compliance with
the State Ethics Act, the Open Meeting Law, and the Public Records Act; environmental
compliance and remediation; and governance matters.
Municipalities, state agencies, and private entities in drafting state and local legislation to
meet their needs.

Christina’s understanding of her clients’ commercial priorities and regulatory obligations
helps her to craft efficient resolution strategies that also effectively resonate in court, with
regulators, and with other authorities.
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